Scott's 2015 Grab Bag

FICTION

Star Wars Jedi Academy [j Brown]
Star Wars Jedi Academy: Return of the Padawan [j Brown]
Star Wars Jedi Academy: The Phantom Bully [j Brown]
Darth Vader and Son [741.5 Bro]
Vader's Little Princess [741.5 Bro]
Good Night, Darth Vader [741.5 Bro]
by Jeffrey Brown

The Dead Will Tell
by Linda Castillo [Castillo]

The Cinderella Murder: An Under Suspicion Novel
by Mary Higgins Clark and Alafair Burke

The Job: A Fox and O'Hare Novel
The Scam: A Fox and O'Hare Novel
by Janet Evanovich and Lee Goldberg [Compact Disc
Evanovich]
audiobook narrated by Scott Brick

Ghost Gone Wild
Ghost Wanted
by Carolyn Hart [Compact Disc Hart]
 audiobook narrated by Ann Marie Lee

Ordinary Grace
William Kent Krueger [Krueger]

The Word for World is Forest
by Ursula K. LeGuin [not in Libraries' collection]

The First Fifteen Lives of Harry August
by Claire North [North]

Mort: A Discworld Novel
Terry Pratchett
Paw and Order
Scents and Sensibility
by Spencer Quinn [Compact Disc Quinn]
audiobook narrated by James Frangione

The Rosie Project
by Graeme Simsion [Compact Disc Simsion]
audiobook narrated by Dan O'Grady

Sanibel Flats
by Randy Wayne White [White]

NON-FICTION

Illuminating Lincoln: Lighthouse – Celebrating 25 Years
photography and book design by Kristian Anderson and Carrie Knapp
[not in Libraries' collection]

Star Trek: Harlan Ellison's The City on the Edge of Forever –
The Original Teleplay
by Harlan Ellison [downloadable audio only]
(related: Harlan Ellison's The City on the Edge of Forever: The Original Teleplay That Became the Classic Star Trek Episode – by Harlan Ellison [791.457 StaYe] and Six Science Fiction Plays – edited by Roger Elwood [812.08 Elw])

We Don't Need Roads: The Making of the Back to the Future Trilogy
by Caseen Gaines [On Order]

James Garner's Motoring Life
by Matt Stone
[not in Libraries' collection]

Ray Bradbury: The Last Interview and Other Conversations
edited by Sam Weller [not in Libraries' collection]

Ms. Marvel, volumes 1 – 3
Vol 1: No Normal
Vol 2: Generation Why
Vol 3: Crushed
written by G. Willow Wilson, art by various [all YA PB (Graphic Novel) Wilson]
How to Fake a Moon Landing: Exposing the Myths of Science Denial
Darryl Cunningham [001.9 Cun]

Everything I Need to Know I Learned From a Little Golden Book
[158.1 Mul]
Everything I Need to Know About Christmas I Learned From a Little Golden Book
[not in Libraries' collection]
Everything I Need to Know About Love I Learned From a Little Golden Book
[152.41 Mul]
edited by Diane Muldrow

What If? Serious Scientific Answers to Absurd Hypothetical Questions
Randall Munroe [500 Mun]

Undeniable: Evolution and the Science of Creation
by Bill Nye [Compact Disc 576.8 Nye]
audiobook narrated by Bill Nye

Digital Photography Complete Course
by David Taylor [775 Tay]

You Are Here: Around the World in 92 Minutes: Photographs From the International Space Station
by Chris Hadfield [779.629 Had]

As You Wish: Inconceivable Tales From the Making of The Princess Bride
by Cary Elwes [Compact Disc 791.437 PriYe]
audiobook narrated by Cary Elwes and most of the surviving cast members of The Princess Bride

Star Trek Vault: 40 Years From the Archives
by Scott Tipton [791.457 qStaYt]

Awkward Family Holiday Photos
by Mike Bender [817 Ben]
Brief Encounters: Conversations, Magic Moments and Assorted Hijinks
by Dick Cavett [Compact Disc Biography Cavett]
audiobook narration by Dick Cavett

You're Never Weird on the Internet (Almost): A Memoir
by Felicia Day [Biography Day]

I Must Say: My Life as a Humble Comedy Legend
by Martin Short [Compact Disc Biography Short]
audiobook narrated by Martin Short

Kurt Vonnegut: The Last Interview and Other Conversations
edited by Tom McCartan [Biography Vonnegut]

PLAYS

Love Letters and Two Other Plays
by A.R. Gurney [812 Gur]

Deathtrap: A Thriller in Two Acts
by Ira Levin [812 Lev]

You Can't Take it With You: A Comedy in Three Acts
by Moss Hart and George S. Kaufman
in Twenty Best Plays of the Modern American Theatre
[812.08 G21T]

You Can't Take it With You
directed by Frank Capra [DVD You]

Sleuth
by Anthony Shaffer [822 Sha]